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Abstract: Salivary biomarkers have been increasingly popular in stress research as saliva is easily produced and collec-
tion is non-invasive and not limited by geographical distance or lack of infrastructure. Several salivary biomarkers have 
been utilized in stress research, for instance, salivary cortisol, salivary amylase and salivary immunoglobulin A. Despite 
being sensitive to changes in fatigue, they have limitations such as inter-individual variability, and interactions with other 
constituents that may confound the results. Recently, Hyperion Biotechnology has developed the Fatigue Biomarker Index 
(FBI), which is a measurement of the changes in concentration of salivary peptides with fatigue. The FBI has been shown 
to be an accurate and objective biomarker of fatigue, and has huge potential for use in various fields and industries. 

This article will review some of the previous and current salivary biomarkers of stress, as well as critically appraise the 
new salivary peptide test in terms of its accuracy, application and access.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 Fatigue is something familiar to everybody; it affects 
everyone, regardless of gender, race, occupation and social 
status. It creeps into our lives, and has been identified as the 
leading preventable cause of transportation accidents [1]. It 
is also a significant manifestation of many disease processes 
including psychiatric disorders like depression, malignancy 
and autoimmune diseases [2]. 

 For many years, researchers have been searching for a 
biomarker that can objectively measure the amount of stress 
or fatigue one is facing. This would help facilitate the pre-
vention of fatigue in certain jobs and excessive physical ac-
tivity, and verify the effects of medications and supplements. 
In the past several years, salivary biomarkers have been as-
sessed, however, they have limitations in terms of accuracy.  

 Hyperion Biotechnology has recently discovered a 
method to measure the relationship between the composition 
of certain saliva peptides and fatigue, and hence objectively 
measure one’s fatigue level using the Fatigue Biomarker 
Index (FBI). 
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PREVIOUS AND CURRENT MARKERS OF FA-
TIGUE 

Traditional Markers of Fatigue 

 Traditionally, fatigue is measured based either on mood 
state eg. Profile of Mood States (POMS), neurobehavioural 
assay e.g. Psychomotor Vigilance Task, or a physiological 
marker eg. Interleukin-6 (IL-6) levels in blood [1]. However, 
all these measurements have their limitations.  

 For instance, as POMS involves a questionnaire, it may 
be subjective and some individuals may report their fatigue 
levels falsely, especially in certain industries where there are 
incentives to appear less tired [1]. The Psychomotor Vigi-
lance Task has a standard duration of 10 minutes, and may 
not always be practical, especially in time-constrained cir-
cumstances [3].  

 Physiological markers that measure the level of particular 
substances in blood have been widely used. For instance, IL-
6 is shown to be at higher levels in fatigued breast cancer 
survivors as compared to non-fatigued survivors [4]. Be-
sides, CD26, a receptor on immune cells, is a good indicator 
of the function of natural-killer cells, and has been used to 
aid diagnosis of chronic fatigue syndrome or fibromyalgia 
[5]. However, these tests are invasive and cause discomfort 
to the subjects, and require trained healthcare professionals 
to collect blood specimens.  
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SALIVARY BIOMARKERS OF FATIGUE 

 Salivary biomarkers have gained popularity in stress re-
search as it has proven superior to testing biomarkers in 
blood. With recent advances in the field of immunological 
and molecular biology, scientists have found more promising 
ways of analyzing salivary biomarkers and apply them to 
stress research [6]. 

 There are many advantages with using salivary bio-
markers as compared to blood in stress research. Firstly, it is 
non-invasive, eliminates the risk of needle-stick injuries and 
causes minimal distress to individuals [1]. The stress from 
the fear of needles during collection, which may bias the 
results, is also minimized [7]. This makes it useful in certain 
populations, such as children, in which phlebotomy may be 
traumatic. Salivary biomarkers are also useful for research 
involving healthy children as it avoids ethical concerns asso-
ciated with invasive measures [8]. 

 Besides, samples can be obtained at short intervals as 
saliva is constantly being produced [8]. 

 Furthermore, saliva collection has does not require labo-
ratory facilities or skilled healthcare professionals. This 
makes it highly useful in field research or ambulatory as-
sessments in the subjects’ natural environment [8]. 

 Moreover, samples can be collected just prior to a stress-
ful event, without the need of being in a hospital or requiring 
any equipment apart from a collection device. Saliva can 
even be collected in remote geographical areas where access 
to healthcare is limited or where phlebotomists are unavail-
able [6]. 

 Currently, several salivary biomarkers have been used in 
stress research, for instance, salivary cortisol, salivary amy-
lase and salivary immunoglobulin A levels (see Table 1).  

Salivary Cortisol  

 Salivary cortisol has been used as a biomarker of both 
mental and physical stress, as cortisol has been regarded as a 
reliable measure of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal 
(HPA) axis adaptation to stress. 

 In times of stress, the HPA axis responses by stimulating 
the production of adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) 
that leads to increased secretion of cortisol from the adrenal 
glands into the blood [8]. In the blood, most cortisol is bound 
to carriers, with only 1-15% of cortisol being free and bio-
logically active [9]. The free fraction of cortisol can be 
measured in saliva, and this reliably reflects the amount of 
free cortisol circulating in the blood [2, 8]. Salivary cortisol 
has been shown to be sensitive in detecting HPA axis dys-
regulation related to stress and disease, including chronic 
fatigue syndrome [2].  

Advantages  

 Firstly, the level of free cortisol in saliva corresponds 
well to that in blood, and is independent of transport mecha-
nisms, salivary enzymes and salivary flow rate. The correla-
tion between salivary and free serum cortisol levels is more 
than 80% [8]. 

 Besides, cortisol is transferred from plasma to saliva 
within a few minutes [8], and this short time lag is useful in 
stress research.  

 Cortisol is also relatively stable in saliva, thus saliva 
samples can be stored at room temperatures for at least for 
weeks [8], meaning that samples can be taken anywhere and 
then mailed to a laboratory with the relevant facilities, thus 
enabling ambulatory studies to be conducted.  

Limitations  

 As mentioned earlier, salivary cortisol only measures the 
free fraction of cortisol, and thus does not completely reflect 
the total plasma cortisol levels. The free (unbound) cortisol 
is dependent on levels of cortisol-binding globulins (CBG), 
which may be affected by certain conditions, for example, 
pregnancy, menstrual cycle and consumption of oral contra-
ceptive pills (OCP] [10]. For instance, OCP increases CBG 
levels, which increase the number of cortisol binding sites in 
the circulating blood, resulting in decreased free cortisol [8].  

 Once CBG is saturated, the linear relationship between 
free and total cortisol levels in blood is altered. Therefore, 
factors that affect CBG levels ultimately influence the linear 
relationship between salivary and total cortisol (10), thus 
reducing the reliability of salivary cortisol as a reflection of 
total serum cortisol levels.  

 In addition, within the general population, there exists an 
interpersonal variability with regards to the sensitivity of 
glucocorticoids, meaning that different people may respond 
differently to a same level of cortisol [8]. Some of these con-
founding factors include gender, substance use, steroid sup-
plementation or hormone replacement therapy, and preg-
nancy [11]. For instance, males have a larger salivary corti-
sol response following short-term laboratory stress as com-
pared to women [11]. Chronic smoking or nicotine exposure 
as well as chronic alcohol consumption leads to reduced 
salivary cortisol response to stress due to blunting of the 
HPA axis response to stress [11].  

 Nevertheless, salivary cortisol is still a useful biomarker 
in stress research, but it is important that the possible sources 
of variance and confounding factors are being considered 
[10]. 

Salivary  Amylase (sAA) 

 Salivary -amylase (sAA) is a digestive enzyme involved 
in the breakdown of starch. sAA is synthesized in acinar 
cells and stored in granules and released into saliva in re-
sponse to neuronal stimuli [12]. During stressful situations, 
the sympathetic nervous system is stimulated, and results in 
increased sAA secretion by the salivary glands. Therefore, 
sAA has been used as a biomarker for stress [2]. 

Advantages 

 sAA has demonstrated high sensitivity to stress-related 
changes, including both psychological stress (for example, 
undergoing medical procedures) and physical stress (for ex-
ample, exercise) [12]. During exercise, there is an increase in 
sympathetic activity, causing increased adrenergic activity in 
the salivary glands, resulting in a marked increase in sAA 
levels in saliva following exercise [12]. Chatterton et al con-
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ducted trials on subjects undergoing running and bicycle 
exercises, and observed significant increases of sAA after 
exercise [12, 13]. They also demonstrated a dose-response 
relationship, with the highest increases in sAA correspond-
ing to running as compared to light jogging and walking 
[13]. 

Limitations  

 One important confounding factor in using sAA as a 
measurement of fatigue is that the parasympathetic nervous 
system (PSNS) also plays a role in sAA secretion by increas-
ing salivary flow rate [14]. However, sympathetic nervous 
system [SNS] stimulation results in PSNS inhibition, causing 
a reduction in salivary flow rate and thereby decreasing sa-
liva production. As such, the increased sAA concentration 
measured in stress might be partly attributed to a decreased 
salivary volume [2]. 

 Besides, there are numerous salivary glands that contrib-
ute to the salivary protein content and thus produce sAA as 
well. These salivary glands have varied response to auto-
nomic and mechanical stimulation. Mechanical stimulation 
(ie. Chewing) shifts the balance from submandibular gland 
secretion (modest sAA concentration) to parotid gland secre-
tion (high sAA content) that is independent of central SNS 
regulation [14], therefore casting doubt on the reliability of 
sAA as a biomarker of fatigue and stress. 

 Moreover, sAA levels are influenced by numerous fac-
tors which may lead to inter-individual variability, thus once 
again undermining the accuracy of sAA as a biomarker for 
fatigue. For instance, studies have shown that cigarette 
smoking decreases basal -amylase activity in saliva and 
that people who chronically drink alcohol have lower amy-
lase levels [13]. Also, certain somatic diseases are associated 
with either higher or lower sAA concentrations. For instance, 
asthma and some autoimmune conditions appear to lower 
sAA levels, whereas chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
(COPD) seems to raise sAA levels.  

Salivary Immunoglobulin A  

 Salivary secretory immunoglobulin A (sIgA) can be used 
as an indirect biomarker of fatigue. Salivary sIgA is found on 
mucous membranes and is involved in the immune response 
against pathogens [15]. Decreased sIgA concentrations cor-
relates with immune suppression [15]. 

 Evidence suggests that intense physical exercise leads to 
a transient suppression of IgA and long-term regular intense 
physical activity, especially in adverse conditions, results in 
chronic suppression of sIgA [15]. As such, sIgA can be used 
as a salivary marker of fatigue secondary to immune sup-
pression from physical stress.  

Advantages 

 The efficacy of sIgA as a biomarker has been tested on 
wildlife firefighters, and results demonstrated that sIgA was 
suppressed in response to extended workshifts, and that sIgA 
levels are sensitive to fatigue secondary to extreme working 
conditions [16].  

 

 

Limitations 

 There is huge biological variation and inter-individual 
variability in sIgA levels, as well as diurnal variation, all of 
which reduce the validity of sIgA as a biomarker of stress 
[15].  

 Besides, sIgA appears to be less sensitive when com-
pared with other biomarkers of stress. A study was con-
ducted to determine the effects of a Mind-Body Medicine 
Skills [MBMS] course to medical students in a university in 
United States using several biomarkers including cortisol, 
sIgA and testosterone. While cortisol and testosterone levels 
displayed significant changes, sIgA levels were not statisti-
cally different [17]. 

THE NEW SALIVARY BIOMARKER – SALIVARY 
PEPTIDE TEST  

 The above salivary biomarkers described, although show 
correlation with fatigue, have their limitations and are unable 
to provide an objective marker of one’s level of fatigue. Hy-
perion Biotechnology has recently developed a new technol-
ogy that uses the changes in concentration of salivary pep-
tides to create an objective biomarker for fatigue.  

 Hyperion Biotechnology found that fatigue altered the 
composition of the small molecular weight proteome of sa-
liva [1]. This is based on the physiological principle that 
since salivary glands are innervated by neurons from both 
SNS and PSNS, changes in fatigue lead to quantifiable 
changes in saliva composition [1]. Using reversed-phase 
liquid chromatography and high resolution mass spectrome-
try, the various components of processed saliva are separated 
and elucidated. The ratio of concentrations for 2 peptide 
fragments in saliva that change in opposite directions with 
fatigue is calculated. This ratio is referred to as the Fatigue 
Biomarker Index [FBI] and can be used to track changes in 
fatigue level [1]. 

 A double-blind, random crossover trial was conducted on 
9 male recreationally trained male cyclists ranging from 19-
46 years old. The subjects underwent an exercise program 
and saliva samples were collected at regular intervals during 
the exercise sessions. After each exercise type, the partici-
pants also evaluated their relative perceived exertion (RPE) 
[1]. Results showed that FBI decreased with time as RPE 
increased [1], and hence demonstrates that these salivary 
peptides can be used as an objective biomarker for evalua-
tion of stress and fatigue. 

DISCUSSION AND CRITICAL APPRAISAL 

 The Fatigue Biomarker Index is a simple yet sophisti-
cated method of quantifying fatigue in individuals. Due to its 
objectivity, the Fatigue Biomarker Index has many advan-
tages over other salivary biomarkers of stress and fatigue, 
and is considered a breakthrough in fatigue measurement.  

ACCURACY 

 Two important aspects of a successful biomarker are reli-
ability and validity. In the abovementioned study, the trial  
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was conducted on a very small subject population of 9 male 
cyclists, who were aged between 19-46 years. As such, it is 
necessary to ascertain as to whether the results would be 
reproducible in a larger population with more interpersonal 
variability.  

 The FBI has been tested in more than 200 healthy, young 
adults in the military and results showed that the FBI varied 
by more than 10,000-fold between fatigued and well-rested 
individuals [18], and thus this adds proof that the FBI can be 
reliably used as an objective biomarker of fatigue.  

 As the FBI is still a relatively new player in the market, 
there are still many aspects about its properties and possible 
confounding factors that need to be investigated. Current 
data has yet to provide clear evidence as to whether the FBI, 
like sIgA, shows diurnal variation and whether it, like sali-
vary cortisol and sAA, shows significant inter-individual 
variability. Therefore, more comprehensive studies involving 
larger populations of subjects from various demographics 
(ie. Larger age range, people with a wider range of fitness 
levels) would have to be conducted in order to validate that 
FBI is a reliable and objective biomarker of fatigue.  

APPLICATION 

 The invention of the FBI enables identification of a fa-
tigued state, monitoring the level of fatigue over time with 
physical activity and even the identification of a decrease in 
physical performance capability over time [19]. Besides, it 
also enables identification of recovery from a fatigued state 
in a subject [19].  

 As such, the FBI would be especially useful in the sport-
ing and military fields in which it can be used to explore and 
quantify the effects of sleep deprivation or the effects of pro-
longed exercise on soldiers or athletes. Analysis of this valu-
able data might then lead to development of more optimized 
training regimens which are better suited for each individual. 
It can also be used to monitor the effects of supplements and 
lifestyle modifications (for instance, changes in diet, sleep) 
on one’s fatigue level. In fact, the FBI can be used by anyone 
to obtain a more quantitative idea on their current level of 
stress and fatigue, and hence modify aspects of their life in 
order to optimize their health [20].  

 Besides, the FBI has been utilized as a tool for the pre-
diction of success in intensive training programs for instance, 
special forces in the military. If successful, it may be utilized 
as a guide in selection of people suitable for these training 
programs, and the candidates chosen would be suitable for 
the program and have a higher chance of successfully com-
pleting it [20].  

 In the healthcare and pharmaceutical industry, there is 
potential to use the FBI to more extensively investigate the 
effects of medications and supplements in terms of their effi-
cacy and effectiveness, and possibly lead to further pharma-
ceutical development. This is especially so for anti-
depressants, which show a positive placebo effect in about 
40% of people who are depressed [20]. The FBI may perhaps 
even lead to the development of effective anti-fatigue medi-
cations, which would greatly benefit many people, especially 
those suffering from chronic diseases and chronic fatigue 
syndrome. Also, the FBI will aid research in quantifying the 
impact of certain somatic and psychiatric diseases on life-
style and increase our limited understanding of these dis-
eases.  

 Moreover, the FBI would also be a valuable tool in as-
sessing the impact of certain jobs on health, especially shift 
workers, junior doctors, caregivers for the elderly or the sick. 
Junior doctors tend to suffer from sleep deprivation due to 
long working hours, rotating extended shifts and overnight 
call duty. It is found that sleep deprivation not only affects 
one’s health, it also results in decreased clinical performance 
and increased risk of medical mistakes, which may cause 
harm to patients [21]. In this circumstance, the FBI would 
act as a good marker to quantify the impact of sleep depriva-
tion on performance and perhaps even establish the ideal 
number of working hours in order to maximize performance.  

 A retired American Air Force colonel had trialed the sa-
liva test by ascertaining the effect of fatigue on air traffic 
controllers being trained for a mission, and found it a simple, 
accurate and convenient test [22]. With such successes, this 
may potentially lead to changes in infrastructure, support or 
policies with an aim to optimize working conditions that will 
result in raised workplace productivity. These changes may 
largely impact these workers and their clients, and may have 

Table 1. Summary of Available Salivary Biomarkers 

Salivary Biomarker Advantages Limitations 

Salivary Cortisol - Level corresponds well to that of blood  

- Short lag time 

- Relatively stable and can be stored for sev-
eral weeks 

- Only measures free fraction of cortisol 

- Influenced by conditions that affect CBG levels 

- Inter-individual variability 

Salivary -Amylase  - High sensitivity to stress related changes, 
with dose-response relationship  

- Salivary flow rate also affected by PSNS  

- sAA production is dependent on numerous salivary 
glands that have different responses to stimulation 

- Inter-individual variability 

Salivary Immunoglobulin A - Sensitive marker of fatigue  - Huge biological variation and inter-individual variability 

- Not as sensitive as other biomarkers of stress  
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a multiplier effect on society. The FBI may even impact the 
economy due to less days lost from absences from work.  

 Furthermore, invention of the FBI also provides correla-
tion of a subject’s perceived level of fatigue with that of an 
objective biomarker, and hence can be used in the develop-
ment of other qualitative measurements of fatigue [19], pos-
sibly resulting in further advancements in the research of 
fatigue.  

ACCESS 

 In terms of stress research, using saliva as a biomarker 
for fatigue is highly convenient, non-invasive and readily 
available, making it an excellent biomarker. The collection 
of saliva is also very simple and does not require any skills 
or expertise, making it widely accessible, as it can even be 
done in the comfort of one’s home.  

Based on the invention of the FBI, a home testing kit for the 
measurement of fatigue has been developed. This kit is 
highly accessible by the general public and simple to use. It 
only requires collection of 15ml of saliva in a tube, which is 
then mailed to the Hyperion Biotechnology lab. Results will 
be available within one week [20].  

 One limiting factor of the FBI would be cost. The test 
kits are priced from $55 to $125 depending on the number of 
tests ordered [22]. Even though the price is not exorbitant, it 
may be considered expensive by some people. However, it 
can be argued that the value of knowing one’s fatigue level 
has very useful implications, depending on the reason for the 
test, and this may outweigh the cost required for the test.  

 Besides, in order to process saliva and measure FBI, a 
laboratory with relatively advanced level of technology that 
supports equipment like liquid chromatography and mass 
spectrometry would be required. The construction of such a 
laboratory would also require large amounts of funding, and 
may not be available in certain less developed areas. Cur-
rently, work is being done to identify and develop antibodies 
against the salivary peptides. If successful, this would sim-
plify the detection and elucidation process and potentially 
lower the cost.  

CONCLUSION 

 The recent use of salivary biomarkers has changed the 
way fatigue has been measured. The development of the Fa-
tigue Biomarker Index has brought stress and fatigue re-
search to a new level with the ability to objectively quantify 
fatigue. The possibilities and potential applications for the 
FBI are endless. However, further testing and more conclu-
sive studies still need to be conducted. 

 According to John Kalns, co-founder and vice president 
of Hyperion, Hyperion has been expanding rapidly in staff 
numbers and has received more than double its revenue of 
the previous year [22]. With more resources being channeled 
into this relatively untapped yet lucrative arena, rapid growth 
and further developments are to be expected.  

 Other than salivary biomarkers, there is the also possibil-
ity of looking into other non-invasive biomarkers of stress, 
such as sweat and heart rate variability. With all these poten-

tial developments, it is likely that the near future will bring 
many advances in stress and fatigue research.  
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